
New Book Celebrates Minnesota’s Finest Guitar Makers

Meeting the Makers: Minnesota’s Finest Guitar Builders

Get an inside look at Minnesota’s finest guitar builders through the lens of
acclaimed photographer, John Fellman.  This fine art book contains over 250 beautiful
photographs, introducing you to the shops, processes and personalities of Jim Olson,

Charlie Hoffman, Mike Keller, Brian Applegate, Lloyd LaPlant and more!

260 Pages, Paperback,  $34.95.  Available online at http://mtm.johnfellman.com
Available locally at Hoffman Guitars in Minneapolis.  Watch for it at other fine guitar
retailers soon!

Also Watch for the forthcoming articles on the book and these world-class
builders in The Fretboard Journal and Guitarmaker.



     

Meeting the Makers: Minnesota’s Finest

Guitar Builders represents the culmination
and compilation of months
of researching,
interviewing,
photographing and working
in tandem with Minnesota’s
finest luthiers to create this
volume, celebrating their
contribution to the history
and art of the acoustic
guitar.  Intended to be
an fine-art piece for
builders, players and
collectors to share,
this book captures the
spirit of guitar making
in Minnesota—while also capturing the
individual flavor of each builder, from Jim
Olson’s state of the art workflow to Lloyd
LaPlant’s expert, old fashioned handiwork to
everything in-between.

About the Author

John Fellman is an accomplished photographer
from Robbinsdale, MN.  He has a degree in music
from a small liberal arts college in St. Paul with an

emphasis in guitar.  He has been taking pictures
since his grandmother gave him a Yashica Electro
35 rangefinder camera when he was ten years old.

His portfolio covers travel, photojournalism,
architecture, musical instruments and
more—though he came into photography as a

product photographer at a catalog plumbing
supply in Minneapolis.  John has a great passion



for music and for photography.  This project represents the fusion of the two.
Watch for more titles at http://www.johnfellman.com.

Minnesota's premiere guitar builders featured in new book

Photographer John Fellman of Robbinsdale (holding a copy of his book) is pictured with guitar-
builders from Charles Hoffman’s shop in Minneapolis. From left are Ron Tracy, Brooklyn Park;
Kevin Schwab, Minneapolis; and Charlie Hoffman, Minneapolis. (Photo by John Fellman)

By Sue Webber - Sun Newspapers
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A dual love of photography and guitars has helped a Robbinsdale man create a project that pays tribute to

both.

John Fellman, 26, has done the writing and photography for "Meeting the Makers: Minnesota's Finest

Guitar Builders," a 264-page book on the top guitar builders in Minnesota.

"It took about six months to put together; it was a very natural fit," Fellman said. "We have some of the

best guitar builders in the world right in our backyard here."

Fellman, who grew up in Winona and has played the guitar since he was 17, majored in guitar performance

at Northwestern College in St. Paul. His intent then was to get a job in music ministry.

Well-known guitar players and builders in Minnesota, Fellman said, "are the kind of guys [students] talk

about and idolize."

But photography has been a long-time interest, as well.

"My grandma gave me a range finder when I was 10 years old," Fellman said.

He took some photo classes in high school and college, but most of his photographic talent is self-taught,

he said.



"Resources are so readily available and they're mostly free," Fellman said. "They're all over the Internet. It's

easy to teach yourself if you have the passion for it."

While he was a part-time cashier at Park Supply of America, Fellman learned the company was seeking a

photographer for some advertising, and he filled the bill.

Since then, he has created John Fellman Photography.

When Fellman got the idea for the book, he said, his first call went to Jim Olson in Circle Pines, "one of

the premiere acoustic guitar builders."

"If he said no, I knew I couldn't do the book," Fellman said. "If Jim said yes, I knew everyone else would

do it.

Indeed, the rest agreed. They range in age from 40 to 80, including (in addition to Jim Olson) Charlie

Hoffman, Minneapolis; Mike Keller, Rochester; Lloyd, Mike, Don and Billy LaPlant, Grand Rapids; Brian

Applegate, Chanhassen; Ron Tracy, Brooklyn Park; and Kevin Schwab, Minneapolis.

"The biggest difficulty was deciding where to cut it off," Fellman said. "There are dozens more I could have

found. I went to the most notable."

Fellman said he spent a day or two at each builder's shop, watching them work, listening to their stories,

and taking a variety of pictures.

"Jim has the top machinery in the world; it's an incredible set-up," Fellman said. "He measures to 1,000th

of an inch. He builds 30 to 40 guitars a year."

In contrast to Olson, 80-year-old Lloyd LaPlant of Grand Rapids avoids machines and does all his guitar-

building by hand, Fellman said. LaPlant builds no more than 10 guitars a year.

Charles Hoffman, who has sold 560 guitars since he opened his Minneapolis store in 1971, took a slight

detour to go to law school in 1983. He kept the guitar shop during his career as a lawyer, and when he

retired from the law firm in 2002, he came back to the shop full-time.

"We have one of the larger repair shops in the country," said Hoffman.

Being a musician isn't a necessary part of building and repairing guitars, Hoffman said, but, he adds, "You

have to know the music of a guitar and have your own personal sense of what a good guitar is. You have to

be able to talk to customers and tailor your work to what they want. It helps to have listened to a lot of

guitar music."

Electric guitars at Hoffman's shop start at $1,800 and go up from there. Acoustic guitars are priced at

$4,600 and up.

Ron Tracy, a Robbinsdale High School graduate who lives in Brooklyn Park, has worked in Hoffman's

shop since 1980. He coaches gymnastics and also plays guitar professionally with "The Two Guys."

Tracy went to University of Wisconsin-Stout to be an art teacher, he said, but wound up at the Vo-Tech

school in Red Wing learning restoration and repair of guitars.

Kevin Schwab of Minneapolis also has worked with Hoffman since 1980. He started building mandolins

and then got into repair.

A Minnetonka native, Schwab has been playing the guitar since he was 13. He plays in "The Two Guys"



with Tracy.

For the photographs in his book, Fellman used mostly natural light photography, rather than flash, he said.

"Many of the photos are black and white," he said. "There were a lot of long exposures on the tripod."

Just three years out of college, Fellman has produced a couple of travel books with photos, and his work

has taken him abroad on several occasions. He also takes photographs at most of the major events occurring

in Robbinsdale.

"It's a very busy life; I don't take life slowly," Fellman said.

He and his wife, Abby, a part-time move-in coordinator at Cooperfield Hills in Robbinsdale, have three

children: Zeke, 2, Lilah, 1; and Isaac, 10 weeks old.

"Meeting the Makers," to be published this month at Osterhus Printing in Robbinsdale, is priced at $34.95.

Pre-orders are being taken at Fellman's website: http://www.johnfellman.com.







New book by Robbinsdale author celebrates

guitar builders

The following is a transcript of a news story on Brooklyn Park’s Channel 12.  For video, go to:
http://nwtv12.web.entriq.net/article/view/6568/?tf=nwtv12newplayer.tpl&v=123

It's not a job that tolerates guessing. Repairing and building guitars requires skill,

patience and a penchant for exactness.

"The average person doesn't know how specific we are. We measure to the thousandths

of an inch," said Ron Tracy, a guitar repairman from Brooklyn Park. "A customer will

come in here later today and will feel one thousandth of an inch difference in

playability."

Tracy has 30 years of experience repairing guitars, mostly at Hoffman Guitars in

southeast Minneapolis. He went to technical school to learn the trade, but he started

tinkering with guitars as a kid.

"I always had a love for instruments and played when I was a kid in junior high," said

Tracy. "Junior high kids break stuff, so I got a handle on starting to be able to fix my

stuff back then."

Tracy is not the main feature, but one of the mentions in a new book that celebrates the

science and craft of guitar building. John Fellman who lives in Robbinsdale, traveled the

state of Minnesota to caputre the best guitar builders on camera. His work will be self-

published in mid-February in the book, "Meeting the Makers: Minnesota's Finest Guitar

Builders."

"There's kind of this aura around them...of mystery," said Fellman. "I knew about most

of them and I was curious about what they did. As a photographer, I just thought it

would be a cool photographism piece, and saving their place in the history of guitar in

our state."

Fellman spent time with each of the guitar builders, often learning about their life and

their collections. Often, he would get a chance to play guitar with them.

"It was really great to meet these guys, get more insight into guitars, and get to play

some really great guitars along the way," said Fellman. "Mostly, it's the connections I've

made along the way and the photographs I have, very proud of them."

Fellman profiled Jim Olson of Circle Pines, Mike Keller of Rochester, the LaPlants in

Grand Rapids, Brian Applegate of Chanhassen, Kevin Schwab of Minneapolis, Charles

Hoffman of Minneapolis and Ron Tracy of Brooklyn Park.



"There's so much creativity that goes into how you build guitars and how you can

change the way they sound, the look of them, how you can fit that to an artist and how

you can fit that to the taste of your customer," said Fellman.

To find out more or to order the book, check out Fellman's website

www.johnfellman.com

Shannon Slatton, reporting_sslatton@twelve.tv
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Interview from the Spring 2010 issue of Guitarist, the Minnesota Guitar Society’s Quarterly
Newsletter.


